First Passage Time Memory Lifetimes for Simple, Multistate Synapses.
Memory models based on synapses with discrete and bounded strengths store new memories by forgetting old ones. Memory lifetimes in such memory systems may be defined in a variety of ways. A mean first passage time (MFPT) definition overcomes much of the arbitrariness and many of the problems associated with the more usual signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) definition. We have previously computed MFPT lifetimes for simple, binary-strength synapses that lack internal, plasticity-related states. In simulation we have also seen that for multistate synapses, optimality conditions based on SNR lifetimes are absent with MFPT lifetimes, suggesting that such conditions may be artifactual. Here we extend our earlier work by computing the entire first passage time (FPT) distribution for simple, multistate synapses, from which all statistics, including the MFPT lifetime, may be extracted. For this, we develop a Fokker-Planck equation using the jump moments for perceptron activation. Two models are considered that satisfy a particular eigenvector condition that this approach requires. In these models, MFPT lifetimes do not exhibit optimality conditions, while in one but not the other, SNR lifetimes do exhibit optimality. Thus, not only are such optimality conditions artifacts of the SNR approach, but they are also strongly model dependent. By examining the variance in the FPT distribution, we may identify regions in which memory storage is subject to high variability, although MFPT lifetimes are nevertheless robustly positive. In such regions, SNR lifetimes are typically (defined to be) zero. FPT-defined memory lifetimes therefore provide an analytically superior approach and also have the virtue of being directly related to a neuron's firing properties.